Examples of technology tools that are transforming how we conduct meetings

Blogs: Online journals with a blogger as author. Others add comments and cross-references.

Wiki: Websites designed for collaboration where everyone can edit, update and append pages. Success depends on building active, sustained participation. The most famous wiki is Wikipedia.org

Online Whiteboards: Digital whiteboards which allow several people in different locations to share, mark, highlight items and collaboratively be creative (e.g. scriblink, dabbleboard, etc)

VoIP Conferencing: Online internet application that can function as a telephone, video conferencing, and chat service among numerous users mostly without additional cost (e.g. Skype, Ventrilo, etc).

Powerpoint Voting Systems: Physical buttons you give to participants tied to a Powerpoint presentation allowing participants to select from choices and the results are immediately tabulated and displayed.

Social bookmarking: Allows you to share online bookmarks with others (e.g. Diigo, Delicious, etc)

Twitter: Social networking and microblogging service. Allows you to post text up to 140 characters from computers or cell phones. When used with hashtags and widgets posts can be searched, sorted and displayed in real-time.